Let's draw a cow with Ava and Cody
Cody! Shall we draw a cow?

Ok!! Lets do it
Have you seen a cow before?
I'm not sure Ava!

Does she look like a circle?

No!!!
Does she look like a rectangle?

No...o!
I’m confused now!

How about a triangle?

No...o!
How silly?

I’m confused now!
How about a triangle?
Cody! I’ve got an idea! We can use different shapes to draw a cow!

Which shapes we could use to draw?
We can use rectangles, triangles, trapezoids, circles, and ellipses.
Let's draw her body with a rectangle and triangle.
Are you using trapezoids to draw her head?
Yes.. Also, I use triangles, ellipses, and circles to complete her face.
We can use rectangles, trapezoids and triangle to draw her legs and tail.
Hmm... How about use a circle and ellipses to draw the udder?
She is a complete cow now! Let's make her a Holstein cow now!
It's a beautiful cow, Ava!

Thank you Cody!

It's a beautiful cow, Ava!
Thank you Ava! I know how to draw a cow using different shapes now!
Let's learn more about cows next time! Goodbye!